Abstract. In this paper we study the behavior of the first Zassenhaus conjecture (ZC1) under direct products as well as the General Bovdi Problem (Gen-BP) which turns out to be a slightly weaker variant of (ZC1). Among others we prove that (Gen-BP) holds for Sylow tower groups, so in particular for the class of supersolvable groups.
Introduction
Let G be a finite group. Denote its integral group ring by ZG and let V(ZG) be the group of normalized units of ZG (i.e. units with augmentation 1). A long-standing conjecture of H. Zassenhaus [39] (see also [36, Section 37] ) is as follows:
First Zassenhaus conjecture (ZC1). Every torsion unit of ZG is conjugate to an element of ±G in the units of QG.
As usual we say that (ZC1) or the first Zassenhaus conjecture holds for a particular group or a class of finite groups if it is correct for that group or for each group of this class.
In view of the example constructed by Eisele and Margolis, weaker versions (you may also say substitutes) of the first Zassenhaus conjecture will come into the middle of research. For a recent overview we recommend [33] . Two of them arise naturally in the context of our article (the abbreviations are taken from [33] ).
The first one has been posed by the second author in [1, Question 22] .
(KP). Given a torsion element u in V(ZG), is there a finite group H containing G as subgroup such that u is conjugate in the units of QH to an element of G?
The second one has been stated in the case when n is a prime power order by A.A. Bovdi [6, p. 26] .
(Gen-BP). Let u be an element of V(ZG) of order n. For a positive integer m, denote by ε G[m] (u) the sum of the coefficients of u at all elements of order m of G. Is ε G[m] (u) = 0 for all m = n?
In [33] it is shown that (KP) and (Gen-BP) are in the form stated as above equivalent. Certainly concerning (KP) it is of interest to construct H as small as possible and whether (ZC1) holds for H. In Section 3 we give a positive answer to (KP) in the case when G has a normal nilpotent Hall subgroup with abelian complement. Here G is embedded into a suitable direct product of Sylow-by-abelian groups for which (ZC1) is valid (see Corollary 3.3) . This covers in particular the groups constructed by Eisele and Margolis and shows that for integral group rings the property (ZC1) is not closed under group rings of subgroups. In contrast to this, (KP) and therefore (Gen-BP) as well are inherited by group rings of subgroups. Moreover we show in Section 3 that (Gen-BP) holds when G is a Sylow tower group. In particular it holds for supersolvable groups.
The case of groups of the form G× A where (ZC1) holds for G and A is finite abelian leads naturally to the problem to consider the analogue of the first Zassenhaus conjecture for group rings OG where O is a ring of algebraic integers (see Proposition 5.2) . Extending the HeLP method to this situation we investigate this question when G has order at most 95. Surprisingly this leads for many groups of small order to a positive result (see Proposition 5.8 ). However in Z[i]S 4 the case of a normalized unit of order 4 remains. In a certain Z-order containing Z[i]S 4 there are such units arising from units of Z[i, 1/2]S 4 and we will give one such unit explicitly. A more careful analysis of this case requires large calculations and will be treated in an extra article.
Preliminaries and the HeLP method
In this section we recall known results about torsion units in group rings which we use in the following sections and explain briefly the HeLP method (for a more detailed discussion see [4, 18, 35] ).
Let Z ≥0 denote the set of non-negative integers and Z p the p-adic integers for a prime p. For a positive integer n, we always use ζ n to denote a complex primitive n-th root of unit. If K/F is a Galois extension, then Tr K/F : K → F denotes the trace map.
Let G be a finite group and g ∈ G. We denote by g G the conjugacy class of g in G and by G ′ the commutator subgroup of G. If p is a prime and G has a normal Sylow p-subgroup, then this subgroup is denoted by G p ; if it has a normal Hall p ′ -subgroup, then this group is denoted by G p ′ . For π a set of primes, the π-part and the π ′ -part of g are denoted by g π and g π ′ , respectively. By o(x) we denote the order of the group element x.
If u = h∈G u h h is an element of a group ring of G then the partial augmentation of u at g ∈ G is
For a positive integer m we will denote the generalized trace of u (as it appears in (Gen-BP)) by
Clearly, ε G[m] (u) is just the sum over all partial augmentations of u at conjugacy classes containing elements of order m.
We will use the following elementary observation. Let N be a normal subgroup of G and set G = G/N . For a torsion unit u in ZG, we shall extend the bar convention when writingū for the image of u under the natural map ZG → ZḠ. To express that x is conjugate to the element y in the group G we use the notation x ∼ G y; if the group is clear from the context the subscript G will be dropped. Since any conjugacy class of G maps onto a conjugacy class ofḠ, we have for any x ∈ G:
where g G is an abbreviation of t∈T for T a set of representatives of the conjugacy classes of G.
The following collects some well known facts about torsion units in integral group rings (see [36, Corollary 1.5, Theorem 7.3, Lemma 41.5], [10] , [31] and [18, Theorem 2.3] ).
2.1. Let G be a finite group and let u be an element of V(ZG) of order n. Then the following statements hold:
(1) If u = 1 then ε 1 (u) = 0 (Berman-Higman Theorem).
(2) n divides the exponent of G. We will use these results without further mention. We say that a normalized unit u has trivial partial augmentations if the partial augmentations of u d , for all divisors d of the order of u coincide with partial augmentations of a fixed group element g ∈ G. In this case u is rationally conjugate to the element g by 2.1.(4).
Let ρ be a representation of G affording the character χ and let u be a unit of ZG of order n. As u n = 1, we have that every eigenvalue of ρ(u) is of the form ζ ℓ n for some integer 0 ≤ ℓ ≤ n − 1 and the following formula gives the multiplicity of ζ ℓ n in terms of the partial augmentations of u (see [29] ):
Observe that (2.2) makes sense because of 2.1.(3). This formula can also be extended to Brauer characters modulo a prime not dividing n (see [18] ) and it is the bulk of the HeLP method. Let Z (G) be the intersection of the localizations Z (p) , with p a prime dividing the order of G. In several papers Hertweck considered the behavior of torsion units of integral group rings mapping to the identity under the map ZG → ZG/N, where N is a normal p-subgroup of G. His main results are the following (see [22, Theorem B] , [32] for a proof and [19, Lemma 2.2], respectively): Theorem 2.2. Let N be a normal p-subgroup of a finite group G. Then any torsion unit in ZG which maps to the identity under the natural map ZG → ZG/N is conjugate to an element of N by a unit in Z p G. Proposition 2.3. Let G be a finite group and p a prime integer. Let R be a p-adic ring and u a torsion unit of RG with augmentation one. Suppose that the p-part of u is conjugate to an element x of G in the units of RG and g is an element of G such that the p-parts of x and g are not conjugate in G. Then ε g (u) = 0.
It is not known whether the first Zassenhaus conjecture behaves well with respect to quotient groups (for subgroups and extensions see Remark 3.4 below). As mentioned in the introduction, also for direct products barely anything is known. The only easy observation one can make is the following.
Remark 2.4. The first Zassenhaus conjecture is inherited by direct factors. That is, if the first Zassenhaus conjecture is known for G = H × K, the direct product of H and K, then the first Zassenhaus conjecture has to hold for H and K.
Denote by ι : QH → QG and π : QG → QH the ring homomorphisms induced by the inclusion of H into G and the projection of G onto H, respectively. Assume that u ∈ V(ZH) is a torsion element. Then also ι(u) ∈ V(ZG) is a torsion element and by assumption conjugate to an element g ∈ G by a unit x ∈ QG. But then u = π(ι(u)) is conjugate by the unit π(x) ∈ QH to π(g) ∈ H.
Nilpotent-by-Abelian Groups
The following lemma is a slight generalization of [17, Lemma 5.5] for our purpose.
Lemma 3.1. Let G be a finite group and π be a set of primes. Suppose that N is a normal nilpotent Hall π-subgroup of G with abelian complement K. Let x ∈ N be a π-element and let k ∈ K. Then C = {g ∈ G : g π ∼ x and g = nk for some n ∈ N } forms a conjugacy class of G.
Proof. Let f, g ∈ C. As K is abelian, we may after conjugation assume that f π = g π = x, f = x · n 1 k and g = x · n 2 n 1 k with n 1 , n 2 ∈ N . Let H = n 1 k, n 2 . Having in mind that n 1 k and n 2 n 1 k are the π ′ -parts of f and g respectively, we get that x ∈ C G (H). Let M = N ∩ H. Then M is a normal subgroup of H and K 1 = n 1 k and K 2 = n 2 n 1 k are complements to M in H. By the Schur-Zassenhaus Theorem we get that
which establishes the lemma.
be a finite group where A j is an finite abelian group for every j and P 1 × · · · × P k is a Hall subgroup of G. Then the first Zassenhaus conjecture holds for G.
Proof. Let u be a torsion element of V(ZG). We will show that all partial augmentations of u but one vanish. Let bars denote reduction modulo N = P 1 × · · · × P k and note that all torsion units of ZḠ are trivial asḠ is abelian. Denote by π = π(N ) the set of prime divisors of the order of N . For any p ∈ π, let u p be the p-part of u and let P be the Sylow p-subgroup of G. Then u p maps to 1 under the natural map ZG → ZG/P as G/P is a p ′ -group. Thus u p is conjugate in the units of Z p G to an element x p ∈ P by Theorem 2.2. Using Proposition 2.3 we deduce that ε g (u) = 0 for every g ∈ G whose p-part is not conjugate to x p . As N is nilpotent, applying this argument for every p ∈ π we get that ε g (u) = 0 for every g ∈ G whose π-part is not conjugate to x = p∈π x p ∈ N .
Take any h ∈ G. The partial augmentation εh(ū) is the sum of all partial augmentations ε g (u) with g ∈ G andḡ =h inḠ (sinceḠ is abelian). By the previous paragraph, we need to sum only over conjugacy classes of elements g ∈ G whose π-part is conjugate to x (andḡ =h of course). By Lemma 3.1, this sum extends over a single conjugacy class (if any).
Thus, εḡ(ū) = ε g (u) for all g ∈ G whose π-part is conjugate to x. By the Berman-Higman Theorem, ε k (ū) = 0 for exactly one k ∈Ḡ. Applying Lemma 3.1 again, we see that there is only one partial augmentation of u different from 0, as desired. Corollary 3.3. Assume that the finite group H has a normal nilpotent Hall subgroup N such that H/N is abelian. Then H can be embedded into a group G for which the first Zassenhaus conjecture holds. In particular (KP) has an affirmative answer for H. 
is an embedding of H into G. Note that the first Zassenhaus conjecture holds for G by Theorem 3.2. It remains to prove that (KP) has a positive answer for H. As H can be embedded into the group G for which (ZC1) holds, we have that each torsion element u ∈ V(ZH) is conjugate within QG to an element g ∈ G. This means ε g (u) = 0. But as then necessarily g G ∩ H = ∅, u is also conjugate to an element of H within QG.
Remark 3.4. The groups constructed by Eisele and Margolis in [15] as counterexamples to (ZC1) have normal abelian Hall subgroup with abelian complement, so Corollary 3.3 shows that these groups can be embedded as normal subgroups in a group for which (ZC1) holds. This shows that the property (ZC1) is not closed under taking subgroups, not even under taking normal subgroups. In contrast to this, (KP) is clearly a subgroup closed property. As (ZC1) holds for abelian groups, (ZC1) can also not be an extension closed property.
Proposition 3.5. Suppose that the finite group G has a normal Sylow p-subgroup P and that (Gen-BP) holds for G/P . Then (Gen-BP) holds for G.
Moreover if G has a normal Hall subgroup N which is a Sylow tower subgroup and (Gen-BP) holds for G/N then it also holds for G.
Proof. Let u ∈ V(ZG) be a torsion element. If u is a p-element then u is conjugate in Z p G to an element of G by Theorem 2.2. Thus there is precisely one partial augmentation of u which is not zero.
Assume o(u) = p m · a with a > 1 and p does not divide a. Denote by u p the p-part of u. Then u p maps to the identity under the quotient map ZG → ZG/P . Again by Theorem 2.2, u p is conjugate within Z p G to k ∈ G. Now by Proposition 2.3 each partial augmentation ε h (u) = 0 if the p-part h p is not conjugate to k. Thus ε g (u) = 0 implies that g has order p m · b where b divides a.
Let σ be the reduction map from G onto G/P and denote byū the image of u under the induced map ZG onto ZG/P . Clearly, for any g ∈ G we have that σ(g) has order b if and only if g has order
By assumption, the right hand side is zero if and only if b = a. Thus (Gen-BP) follows for G.
The second statement follows immediately from the first one by induction on the number of primes dividing |N |. a) It also follows from Proposition 3.5 that (Gen-BP) holds for G provided G has a normal nilpotent Hall subgroup with abelian complement. As (Gen-BP) is equivalent to (KP) (see [33] ), this gives for such a group a proof for (KP) which of course also follows for such groups from Corollary 3.3. Note however that (ZC1) for the larger group need not hold if (KP) is valid. b) Further examples of Sylow tower groups G are finite groups having a nilpotent normal subgroup N such that G/N is a p-group. Vice versa, groups G with a normal p-subgroup P and nilpotent quotient G/P are Sylow tower groups. From Burnside's Transfer Theorem [25, IV, Satz 2.7] it follows that finite solvable groups all of whose Sylow subgroups are abelian with different invariants have a Sylow tower.
Frobenius Groups
A finite group G is called a Camina group if G = G ′ and gG ′ = g G for all g ∈ G\G ′ . Camina groups found a lot of attention since they were introduced by A.R. Camina in 1978. All Camina groups were described by R. Dark and C.M. Scoppola (the capstone can be found in [11, 28] and for the last gap that was closed see [26] ). We collect this classification as follows. Theorem 4.1. A finite non-abelian group is a Camina group if and only if it is either a Camina p-group (which is necessarily of nilpotency class at most 3) or a Frobenius group whose complement is cyclic or isomorphic to Q 8 .
In order to study the first Zassenhaus conjecture for the direct product of a Camina group and an finite abelian group, we first verify the first Zassenhaus conjecture for Camina groups. Proof. Let G be a Camina group. As the first Zassenhaus conjecture holds for abelian groups, we may assume that G is non-abelian. We use the classification of Camina groups stated in Theorem 4.1. If G is a Camina p-group, then in particular it is nilpotent and hence the result follows from [37] . Suppose that G is a Frobenius group whose complement is cyclic or isomorphic to Q 8 and let u ∈ V(ZG) of order k. By [27, Theorem 2.1] we know that k divides either the order of the Frobenius kernel N of G or the order of the Frobenius complement of G. In the first case, u gets mapped to 1 under the natural ring homomorphism induced by modding out N and the result follows from [21] . Otherwise, k is relatively prime to the order of N and the result follows from [12, Corollary 2.3]. Proposition 4.3. Let A be any finite abelian group and F a Frobenius group with Frobenius complement C. If the first Zassenhaus conjecture holds for C × A then it also holds for F × A.
Proof. Using Remark 2.4 and the fact that the first Zassenhaus conjecture holds for C × A by assumption, we deduce that it also holds for C. We claim that the first Zassenhaus conjecture holds for the Frobenius group F = N ⋊ C. Indeed, by [27, Theorem 2.1] the order of an element of V(ZF ) is either a divisor of the order of N or a divisor of the order of C. In the first case, the unit maps to the identity under the natural homomorphism ZF → ZF/N and hence it is rationally conjugate to an element of F by [21, Theorem] . In the second case, it is conjugate to a unit of ZC by a unit of QF by [36, Theorem (37.17) ] and hence eventually rationally conjugate to an element of C by Remark 2.4 (see also the discussion at the end of the introduction in [21] ). This finishes the proof of the claim. We will use it without further mention.
Let G = (N ⋊ C) × A and u ∈ V(ZG) be a torsion element. We will prove that all partial augmentations of u are non-negative and after obtaining that, the result will follow by 2.1.(4). We argue by induction on o(u) and on |G|. Note that the Frobenius kernel N is nilpotent by a famous result of J. Thompson, so it has a normal Sylow subgroup for each prime divisor p.
Clearly, for every prime p | |N |, the first Zassenhaus conjecture holds for G/N p by induction on |G|. Therefore, if there is a prime p | |N | such that p ∤ o(u) we can use equation (2.1) on page 3 with normal subgroup N p and 2.1.(3) to obtain for every
Thus we may assume that every prime dividing |N | also divides o(u). Moreover, for every prime p | |N | we have that p ∤ |C| because N ⋊ C is Frobenius and using Theorem 2.2 with
Suppose that n p = 1 for some prime p | |N |. Then u p ∼ ZpG a p , and as a p is central in G, we Therefore we may assume that n p = 1 for every prime p | |N |. Suppose that ε g (u) = 0 for some g ∈ G. We claim that g q ∈ N × A for every prime q. Using Proposition 2.3 we deduce for every prime
This finishes the proof of the claim.
As a consequence of the claim we get that ε g (u) = 0 implies g q ∼ G n q a q ∈ N × A for every prime q. By induction on |G|, we can fix a prime r dividing |A|.
The first Zassenhaus conjecture holds for G/A r by induction on |G|. So using (2.1) on page 3 with A r we get Proposition 4.5. Let G = F × H where F is a Frobenius group with Frobenius complement C and H is a finite group of coprime order to F . Suppose that the first Zassenhaus conjecture holds for C × H. Then it also holds for G.
Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 4.3 we can deduce that the first Zassenhaus conjecture also holds for C and H by Remark 2.4. Let u be a torsion element of V(ZG) and denote by N the Frobenius kernel of F .
Assume first gcd(o(u), |N |) = 1. Then projecting u via the homomorphism ZG → ZG/N and using that the first Zassenhaus conjecture holds for G/N = C × H by assumption we can conclude that u is rationally conjugate to an element of C × H by [12, Theorem 2.7] .
So assume that gcd(o(u), |N |) = 1. We will prove that all partial augmentations of u but one vanish and the result will follow by 2. 1.(4) . 
where M is a metacyclic Z-group of odd order coprime to the order of SL(2, 3) and Q 8 respectively. (2c) Suppose that F 2 ∼ = Q 2 n with n ≥ 4. Then
where M is a metacyclic Z-group of odd order and the Sylow 2-subgroup of C is isomorphic to
where M is a metacyclic Z-group of odd order coprime to the order of SL(2, 5).
All Sylow subgroups of M are cyclic. Thus M has in each case a Sylow tower. It follows that C is metabelian or that C has a normal Hall subgroup N with a Sylow tower, C/N is of order coprime to |N | and isomorphic to
or trivial. We have that (ZC1) is valid for all these possible complements of N by [24, 7, 14] . Thus by Corollary 3.6 we get that (Gen-BP) holds for C. 
The latter is true when C × H 2 has a Sylow tower and this is the case when C has a Sylow tower.
In case when H is abelian we come back to this at the end of the next section.
Extending Coefficients
Let G be a finite group. There is an obvious generalization of the first Zassenhaus conjecture to group rings where the coefficients are allowed to come from rings of algebraic integers. 
5.4.
Let R be a G-adapted ring and let u ∈ V(RG) be an element of order n. Let K be the field of fractions of R. Then the following statements hold:
(1) n divides the exponent of G. In view of the last statement, it is desirable to have tools at hand that can be used to produce constraints on partial augmentations of torsion units of V(RG). In the case of coefficients from Z this can be achieved, for example, by the well-known HeLP method (see Section 2). We present an extension of this method to rings of algebraic integers.
In the sequel we fix a finite group G, a ring of algebraic integers O, an element u ∈ V(OG) of order n and augmentation 1 and a complex primitive nth root of unit ζ. We can linearly extend each ordinary (p-Brauer) character χ of G to a character of V(OG) (of the p-regular torsion elements of V(OG)). With exactly the same proof (cf. e.g. [18, § 4] ) the formula for the multiplicity of roots of unity as eigenvalues remains valid. The multiplicity µ ℓ (u, χ) of ζ ℓ as eigenvalue of D(u), where D is a representation affording χ, is
Clearly, this expression has to be a non-negative integer. Note that we have χ(u d ) ∈ Q(ζ d ), as this is the sum of all the eigenvalues of D(u d ). We can isolate the term for d = 1,
and assume by induction that the latter sum is known. We have , ε x j (u) = 0 for j ∈ {d + 1, .., h} and it remains to show that ε x j (u) ∈ Z[ζ] for j ∈ {1, .., d}. We have
As u is of order n, the column on the left hand side is an element of Z[ζ] h . Denote the character table of G with the ordering above as C = (c i,j ). Let J = {1, ..., d}. As C is invertible, we can choose I ⊆ {1, ..., h} with |I| = d in such a way that the d × d-submatrix (c i,j ) i∈I,j∈J is invertible. Note that (c i,j ) i∈I,j∈J ∈ GL(d, Q(ζ)), as the entries are character values of elements with an order a divisor of n.
As these partial augmentations are algebraic integers, we infer ε x (u) ∈ Z[ζ] ∩ O for all x ∈ G. This completes the proof. 
So using (5.1), we get a system of linear inequalities over Z:
Note that compared to the "classical" HeLP method, where O = Z, the number of variables grows by a factor [K ∩ Q(ζ) : Q]. Now we want to exploit Proposition 5.2 to verify the first Zassenhaus conjecture for direct products G × A, where A is an arbitrary finite abelian group. For a given divisor n of the exponent of G and ζ an arbitrary complex root of unity, we will show that each element of order n of V(Z[ζ]G) (if it exists) is conjugate in (Q(ζ)G) × to an element of G by showing that every solution of (5.2) is in accordance with the condition of 5.4.(4) or that there is no solution to (5.2) at all (in case there is no group element of that order). We can again employ Lemma 5.5 to see that it is enough to do this for ζ a primitive nth root of unity. So for each group G we are left with the problem of finding the solutions to a finite number of systems of linear inequalities over the integers. We will choose B = {1, ζ, ..., ζ ϕ(n)−1 } as basis of Z[ζ] over Z where ϕ denotes the Euler totient function.
A rational prime p is called totally ramified in an algebraic number field K (or rather its ring of algebraic integers O) if for each prime ideal p containing the ideal pO, the field O/p has cardinality p. Proposition 5.7 ("Wagner test"). Let G be a finite group, p be a prime and O a ring of integers such that p is totally ramified in O. Let u ∈ V(OG) be a unit of order o(u) = p j m with m = 1. Then for s ∈ G and p a prime ideal containing pO, we have
The set over which the sum is taken can be decomposed into M = {(g, ..., g) ∈ G q : g q ∼ s} and N = {(g 1 , ..., g q ) ∈ G q : g 1 ...g q ∼ s and ∃ r, r ′ : g r = g r ′ }.
The cyclic group C q = t of order q acts on the set N by letting the generator t shift the entries of a tuple to the left, i.e., (g 1 , g 2 , g 3 , . .., g q ) · t = (g 2 , g 3 , ..., g q , g 1 ). Note that all orbits have length p i with i ≥ 1. For elements in the same orbit, the same integer is summed up in (5.3). Using that O/p has characteristic p and that U(O/p) is a group of order p − 1 we get
Using the constraints we obtained so far in this section will be called the extended HeLP method, abbreviated as HELP method. This has been implemented in the computer algebra system GAP [16] and applied to groups of small order.
If G is nilpotent, a Camina group, a cyclic-by-abelian group or if it has a normal Sylow p-subgroup with abelian quotient, then the first Zassenhaus conjecture is known for G × A, for A a finite abelian group. So Proposition 5.2 together with the above method will not provide us in these case with anything new. If we filter all groups up to order 95 that are not covered by what is said before, we are left with 17 groups (up to order 100, there are 73 such groups).
We will list in Table 1 the SmallGroup IDs of those groups of order at most 95 that are not covered by the previously mentioned results together with the structure description in the first two columns. The third column contains the orders n of units in V(Z[ζ n ]G), where the HELP method (including the "Wagner test") does not provide a complete solution; in parentheses the number of distributions of non-trivial partial augmentations that cannot be ruled out is indicated. In case there are only trivial partial augmentations left, a checkmark is included. The last column contains the orders where either the Wagner test or the so-called "quotient method" (a unit would map to a unit with an already eliminated distribution of partial augmentations in an integral group ring of a quotient group) can be used together with the number for such distributions where this applies; if the quotient method does not provide new information, the zero is omitted. 
Note that there are problems with normalized units of order a power of 2 if and only if G maps onto S 4 . In particular those distributions of partial augmentations that cannot be ruled out in these groups always map on one of the distributions of partial augmentations in S 4 that cannot be ruled out. We will discuss this below. So, in order to solve Problem 5.1 for all groups of order at most 95, one has only to deal with S 4 , A 5 and the wreath product S 3 ≀ S 2 . This will also be discussed later, first we record the following consequence of these calculations and Proposition 5.3.
Proposition 5.8. Let G be a group of order at most 95 and A a finite abelian group. Then the first Zassenhaus conjecture holds for
, then the first Zassenhaus conjecture holds for G × A if A is a 3 ′ -group. If G maps onto S 4 , then the first Zassenhaus conjecture holds for G × A if 4 does not divide the exponent of A. In the case that S 4 is an image of G all units of V (Z(A × G)) whose order is not divisible by 4 are rationally conjugate to an element of A × G.
We will now focus on one of the problematic partial augmentations for S 4 that could not be ruled out yet. Note that CharacterTable("S4") in GAP produces a permutation of the columns of the character table CharacterTable (SmallGroup(24,12) ). We will use the notation for conjugacy classes of the latter table, i.e. 2a contains the transpositions (••) and 2b the double transpositions (••)(••). The irreducible characters of S 4 will be denoted by χ 1a = 1, χ 1b = sgn, χ 2 (this is the inflation of the irreducible non-linear character of S 3 ), χ 3a and χ 3b = χ 3a ⊗ sgn. The character table of S 4 we are using is thus as follows (dots indicate zeros):
For normalized units u of order 4 we always have u 2 ∼ 2b and we are left with the following four cases of distributions of partial augmentations that do not correspond to units that are conjugate in Q(i)S 4 to an element of the group: 
Clearly χ 1a (u) = 1, χ 1b (u) = 1, χ 2 (u) = 2, χ 3a (u) = −1 − 2i and χ 3b (u) = −1 + 2i. Let D be the direct sum of the representations corresponding to χ 1a , χ 1b , χ 2 , χ 3a and χ 3b (in this order). Then in a diagonalized form D(u) looks as follows: The other two groups of order at most 95 that cannot be handled and do not project onto S 4 are A 5 and S 3 ≀ S 2 . We also provide all remaining non-trivial distributions of partial augmentations for these groups. In the sequel denote by ζ = ζ 3 a primitive 3rd root of unity.
For the group A 5 , units u with augmentation one and order 6 in Z[ζ]A 5 can not be proved to be conjugate within Q(ζ)A 5 to a group element using the HELP method. Let 2a and 3a denote the unique A 5 -conjugacy class of involutions and elements of order 3, respectively. In all cases that cannot be ruled out, u 3 ∼ 2a, u 2 ∼ 3a and
Case 2:
These cases can also not be ruled out by using Brauer characters (which might provide additional information in case of non-solvable groups) or the so-called lattice method [5] .
follows. Let 2a, 4a, 4b, 8a, 8b denote the conjugacy classes of order 2, 4 and 8 of G respectively as in the character table CharacterTable("2.Sym(5)") in GAP. Then u 4 ∼ 2a, u 2 ∼ 4b and We will meet groups with all non-trivial elements of prime order in Proposition 5.16.
Remark 5.15. If G is a finite group such that every non-trivial element of G has prime order, then (ZC1) holds for G. In particular (Gen-BP) is valid for G.
Proof. By [9] , G is either a p-group of exponent p, a Frobenius group of order p a · q with p and q different primes, or it is isomorphic to A 5 . In all these three cases it is well known that (ZC1) holds for G. This follows e.g. from [37] , [17, Theorem 5.6] , [29] . Assume that N is a p-group. Suppose that u has order p k · q with p and q different primes dividing |G|. By assumption G has no elements of mixed order. Thus it follows from 2.1. (5) We claim that every element of V(ZD) has order p k · q with p and q different primes dividing |G|. Indeed, assume otherwise that v ∈ V(ZD) has order p k · q · r, with r a prime different from p and q. Then projecting v via the natural homomorphism ZD → ZG we get an element of V(ZG) whose order is multiple of p · q, in contradiction with the assumptions on G. This finishes the proof of the claim. Therefore, combining (5.5) with the claim we deduce that (Gen-BP) follows in this case.
We proceed by induction on the number of primes dividing |N |. Let P be the Sylow p-subgroup and let N = P × M . If p ∤ o(u) then by 2.1. (3) Note that the arguments work for each prime dividing |N |. Thus it suffices to consider units of order p · q · k, where p and q are different primes and k is square-free and coprime to p · q. Let P and Q be the Sylow subgroups of N corresponding to p and q.
Denote the image of u in ZD/P by u 1 , in ZD/Q by u 2 and that one in ZD/(P · Q) by v. Suppose that u 1 and u 2 both have order divisible by p·q. As v is the image of u 1 under ZD/P → ZD/(P ·Q) and torsion units mapping to 1 under this homomorphism are q-elements by 2.1. (5), v has order divisible by p. Similarly, looking at u 2 , one gets that v has order divisible by q. But the we also get a torsion unit of order p · q in V(ZG), for which (Gen-BP) holds by assumption. This contradiction shows that either u 1 or u 2 have order not divisible by p · q.
W.l.o.g. we assume that p·q does not divide o(u 1 ). Thus we may apply Proposition 5. Proof. Using Remark 4.9 and Remark 5.9 we get the following. Let C be a Frobenius complement of G. Then (Gen-BP) is valid for G × A provided this is the case for C × B, where B is abelian. If C is metabelian then C × B is metabelian and (Gen-BP) holds by [13, Corollary 1.4 ]. If C is not metabelian then as explained in the proof of Proposition 4.6 it has a Sylow tower if it does not map onto SL(2, 3).2 or SL(2, 5).2. If C maps onto SL(2, 3).2 or onto SL(2, 5).2 then by Proposition 5.8 and Remark 5.12 for SL(2, 5).2 we see that the generalized trace of torsion units behaves as desired when the order of the unit is not divisible in the first case by 4 or in the second case by 8 (even rational conjugacy holds in these cases). Now Corollary 5.14 b) and c) establish the theorem.
Theorem 5.18. Let G be a group with |G| ≤ 95 and let A be a finite abelian group. Then (Gen-BP) holds for G × A.
Proof. By Proposition 5.8 even the first Zassenhaus conjecture holds for G × A provided G does not map onto S 4 or G does not coincide with S 3 ≀ C 2 or A 5 . S 3 ≀ C 2 is a Sylow tower group thus also A × (S 3 ≀ C 2 ) is a Sylow tower group and Proposition 3.5 yields the result. (Gen-BP) holds for A 5 , cf. Remark 5.15. Now Proposition 5.16 establishes this case. Assume now that G maps onto S 4 . By Proposition 5.8 we know that each torsion unit whose order is not divisible by 4 has the desired generalized traces. Corollary 5.14 a) and b) rsp. prove the theorem for S 4 and when G is a group of order 48 mapping onto S 4 . Finally let G be a group of order 72 with S 4 as image. Then G has a minimal normal subgroup M isomorphic to C 2 × C 2 . We have that (ZC1) holds for G/M and also G/M has no elements of order 4. Thus Proposition 5.13 completes the proof.
